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255 Something in the atmosphere? Michael Chekhov,
Deirdre Hurst Du Prey, and a web of practices
between acting and dance
Roanna Mitchell
Extended Conversation
274 Training theatre students of colour in the United
States





285 Training ecologies for the actor-creator and
Gordon Craig’s School for the Art of the Theatre
Maiya Murphy
Extended Conversation
300 The heuristic pedagogue: navigating myths and




\310 If you want to kiss her, kiss her! Gender and queer
time in modern Meisner training





327 Modern movements: women’s contributions to the
success of Rudolf Laban’s ideas and practice in
England 1930–1941
Michael Huxley and Ramsay Burt
Essai
343 A pedagogy for twenty-first century actor training:
intracultural theatre practice which embraces
pluralistic identity and plays with difference
Kristine Landon-Smith
Postcard
351 A view from the archive: the work of Gertrud
Falke-Heller and Elsa Gindler
Rebecca Loukes
Article
353 Playing outside the frame: revealing the hidden




370 Against the “Lecoq canon”
Amy Russell
Postcard
378 A postcard from Theatre Workshop
Tom Cornford
Article
380 Somatic attunement/self-cultivation: Japanese
immigration and the performing arts
Barbara Sellers-Young
Essai




403 Undisciplined discipline: performer training for a
new generation
Sarah Crews and Denis Cryer-Lennon
Postcard
409 YES! Sandra Reeve’s radical practice of acceptance
Alissa Clarke
